Personnel Bureau Has Applications For Summer Jobs

Bureau Has All Data Concerning European Summer Study Tours

If you want a summer job, why not register with the Personnel Bureau, which contains a separate file of current summer opportunities and personal contact file containing names of employers and organizations who have students affiliated during previous summers.

Give you have registered with the bureau due to the kind of position you desire you will be notified of all positions that fit you. May be the attention of the bureau, and will be given the chance to have interviews with any prospective employers who come to the bureau as to the kind of position you desire you will be notified of all positions that fit you.

This year there has been a trend towards combining work with play. This is going to Europe in connection with a University tour for any student and an experiment in international living.

The international interest and approach is emphasized in the bill with the help of the form of international discussion groups. The tour is in the nature, four CC students have been accepted for study in Sweden for summer school.

These students are teaching more and more the fact that such as world jobs and child care positions where room and board are paid as well as relatively good salaries should also apply.

Most of the resort hotels fill early in the year, but the bureau with the help of the government is making an effort to begin coming in at various employment centers. It is also working for the summer. These child care jobs and teaching positions are seen as opportunities for students.

In one such position, a trip of this kind as a companion to children is desired.

The Personnel bureau also has a film of the activities of the bureau and is still looking for students to act as summer teachers. These range from the lower paying girl scout campers to Russia and France and to Russia are the main features of the personnel bureau.

COC Plans Picnic With Yale, May 22

Swimming, softball and supper will be the main feature of the coming to be held at the Westminster Park today. The thirty girls who signed up for this event will not be restricted to those on the squad and a few extra girls will be allowed to attend.

The evening, from 8:30 to 11:00 will be with the gymnastics, a square dance with a balance of confictiug forces, hence he works through comprimes, her dIng, for any student and a part of the students in the com.

Hot Time to Come When Vinal Rhythm Kings Beat Feet - Session I, Palmer Auditorium

Group of Six Members Will Play, Featuring Vocalist and Quartet

Jazz music at its finest will be heard at 8:00 p.m. Friday evening, May 21, in Palmer auditorium when the Vinal Rhythm Kings present their concert. These bearings by Smith-East, will be for the benefit of the infirmary. Tickets are below the price of $1.20. Tickets will also be sold at the door the night of the performance.

Jazz a Hobby

The Vinal Rhythm Kings, a ten-year-old organization, consists of high school students and occupations who are interested in jazz as a hobby. Members of the group are the trumpeter: Hal Gudgeons, clarinet; Bob Gay, trombone; Tony Harman, piano; Bill Ley Roys, guitar; Judy Powell, vocalist.

The Vinal Rhythm Kings have been heard at the old Yale Drama Club, as Boston's Jordan Hall, the Huntington Chambers.

Among the numbers they will perform Friday night are; Royal Garden Blues, When Your Lover Has Gone, Ain't Misbehavin', Sunday, Flipdgy Feet, and Clarinet Capades.

The quartet featuring Howie Gage, Joe Battangia, John Field, and Sandy Geeting were done at Pennsylvania College, Georgia Teachers college, and the University of Oregon.

Seniors Will Lead Vespers Outdoors

The traditional senior vespers service will be held on Sunday next in the Outdoor theater at 4:45 p.m. In case of rain or inclement weather, the service will be held in Harkness chapel. According to custom, the speaker of the occasion is a faculty member selected by the senior class, and the names being sung by the choir are favorites chosen by the seniors. The numbers of the choir, Seniors appear in caps and gowns, and the Scripture lesson is read by the senior class president.

A feature of the occasion is the period set aside for the reading of religious nature poetry, in which all are invited to participate.

Awards of $25 Will Go To Cadby Prize Winner

The contest for the Cadby prize will be held in Palmer auditorium at 9:30 on Thursday, May 20 at 7:30 in Palmer auditorium center.

Awards of $25 Will Go To Cadby Prize Winner

The contest for the Cadby prize will be held in Palmer auditorium at 9:30 on Thursday, May 20 at 7:30 in Palmer auditorium center. It is open to the contestants who perform the best in the contest in the opening of the two pieces of prose and poetry.
Vital Functions of FAO Have Been Ignored By U. N. Critics
by Mind Otto
A bloodstained picture of disaster, battles, civil rights, hatred and fear, is painted by the United Nations, by the warring world. One looks to the United Nations, one looks to the FAO (Food and Agriculture Organization) to see what it has been doing. It has been working to control the blight resistant tree that has been one of the primary causes of all the political and economic agreements, but it has not even mentioned that half of the world's people are going hungry. The FAO in 1946 described that food production has decreased by about 15% in the 15 years following the war, and that the political significance of the FAO lies, for within its framework we must be able to obtain needed products. It has increased eight percent, but the fact that they real they recognize the necessity for a firm dynamic understructure. On the defensive, the minority adherents must do and perform for weakness of numbers by strength of organization and action.

Majority groups, on the other hand, rely on the hope that what has been left will be. Feeling they need no to exert themselves to convince others of the assumed superiority of their beliefs. The assumption that numbers make right does not justified the snobbery and complacency of many majority members. This premise needs backing up as much as does the minority proposal.

Adherents to the principle that the majority should rule, are not perceiving in another way. Their attitude is for the most part negativistic. They recognize the need for a firm, dynamic, understructure. As a last glance at the wrangling and the political jealousies are observed, one might conclude, as have so many World Federalists, that the present United Nations cannot fulfill its function.

But there are people who, glancing more deeply, are aware of the need to examine the surface. These people are not so much aware of the conclusions reached by the World Federalists. They are watching the activities of a few institutions, a few agencies, the the United Nations. These same people recognize that with the Food and Agricultural Organization, in particular, within the FAO, the cooperation of the many nations in various UN activities is essential to the building of a world order. It is in this that the political significance of the FAO lies. It is this cooperation of the FAO that makes it the voice of the people. Their cooperative struggle against world famine.

The purpose of this new system is to do away with the grade system. It will be for the abolition of the present marking system. It will not only mark students, but it will also mark the changes it will involve. As much as we believe in it and want it to go into effect, aren't trying to railroad the thing through. We are trying to get this petition read over carefully, to see the facts, and to see the changes it will involve.

If you do sign it and aren't willing to give it a fair chance for a year, it will be impossible to make this experiment work.

If you do sign it and aren't willing to give it a fair chance for a year, it will be impossible to make this experiment work.

The facts, as we believe in it and want it to go into effect, aren't trying to railroad the thing through. We are trying to get this petition read over carefully, to see the facts, and to see the changes it will involve.
Prom Blends Song, Dance and Spring

Huge paper mache flower "growing" on latticed walls and a small enclosed bandstand high-lighted the theme of the Junior prom held in Knowlton salon last Saturday night.

The dance, which was the climax of social activities beginning Friday evening, was attended by some two hundred couples. Matchmaking was one of the highlights, as "Prom-Prize Pair," from Prairie, 1948, were given to the "prom-prize pair" of the most successful formal dance.

Sally Whitehead, one of the students of each class took their places on the dance floor, displaying a unique selection of original mu-

The Junior class placed second on Senior class for this year, in a number relating them to their experiences of a lifetime, each class being led by the class song leader for two years, Barbara Brown.

Lee says that nothing could have been quite so satisfying as the experience of living in a small villager this summer, with the advantage of being able to see people from all over the country. Lee is still a very busy girl, but she says that she is going to be on the lookout for some time to come. She says, "I want to go to college."
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Mexican Art Study Planned for July

Artists and art students will have the opportunity to study in Mex-

Nedra Smith has been connected with a Puppet theater and Arts Center in Europe for some time, and her experience of living in a small village of the same name is one of the most beautiful and exciting regions of Mexico.

In the spring of 1945, Mrs. Irma S. Heinz, art director of the Work-
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Smith College Augusts Data About Cancer

Mr. Frazier made his eighth visit to Connecticut College last Monday night, to speak to the students on the Patterns of Race Relations in the Modern World. The Social Anthropology department sponsored this speaker, who is president of the American Sociological Society, who has several famous books, among these, The Negro Family.

Dr. Frazier began his talk by saying that there have not always been race relations in the modern world. The racial problems relate to the economic expansion of Europe, and, in the US, from the emancipation of the slaves.

He Presents Four Patterns

Dr. Frazier presented four different patterns of race relations. In the United States, Brazil, the West Indies, and South Africa, but he emphasized the fact that in studying this topic, one must not make comparisons between various countries, but study the situation within its particular organization.

In this country Negroes were introduced into the colonies as slave labor, and there was no racial problem. Then, because the Negroes were identified as a particular race, and there was a problem as to whether or not the economic situation should be a race problem developed. In 1906 the caste system, which existed in India, was set up. However, Dr. Frazier expressed great hope as to the eventual integration of Negro life with that of the whites.

In Brazil, Negro is accepted as a person; his customs and traditions were followed by the white population. In Haiti, the white population was composed of Portuguese, who had long been in contact with Negroes. In time he became as educated as the Portuguese. There he is proud of his color, and he is not, as Dr. Frazier said he is in this country, "drowned for one drop of colored blood."

Negro Situation in Haiti

Haiti is the only genuinely Negro republic. This came about after a colored revolt against the whites, followed by a fight between blacks and mulattoes, which divided the island. In the group of West Indies islands, there is a hierarchical structure made up of the whites on top of the political scale, then the middle class of mixed blacks, and finally the masses of blacks.

The fourth pattern of race relations, as described by Mr. Frazier, relate to South Africa.

The situation there, he thinks, is hopeless, and might not even be referred to as a pattern, because of the lack of stability. Within South Africa, five groups are represented, the natives, or Bantu, who live in their own native culture, the Cape colored people of mixed blood, 300,000 Hindus, the Boers, who have a bitter hatred for the colored people, and those whites. Although the fourth of the population is black, the whites dominate the economy. They have set up a color bar, and have restricted the Negroes to such things as the Negroes living in the cities.

Dr. Frazier concluded by urging the removal of the color bar in our civilization. He emphasized that culture does not belong to any race, but to general culture, and that it should be preserved and acquired.

Boston Candy Kitchen
Wisdom Imperative
For True Religion
Says R. Hazelton

Last of the visiting vespers speakers was Dr. Roger Hazelton, professor of the philosophy of religion and of Christian ethics at Andover Newton theological seminary, who spoke Sunday evening at 11 p.m.

Dr. Hazelton cited two ways of life, the first, that of reasonable sense and objectivity, and the second, that of emotion and vitality. It is necessary he said, to bring one under the guidance of the other, that its emotion must be subordinated to a responsible outlook on life.

To further this idea, Dr. Hazelton used an analogy. Those who learn, despite their preoccupation with hooks, are those who are dominated by their feelings rather than the influence of the mind's Drains, on the other hand, live by mind alone.

However, responsibility, as teachers live it, means being a spectator instead of a participant in life. This fact, along with that of the necessity to subordinate emotions, shows that we must share the life we have put to the test for the good of all.

Relating this to religion Dr. Hazelton first explained that education are the best means of teaching the community knowledge for the sake of wisdom, that learning not wisdom until it is woven into the texture of life. Religion, man's intimate experiences of what is good, is impossible without wisdom.

Arlene Propper's engagement to Charles E. Silberman was announced at an engagement party on Sunday, May 16. Arlene met Charles on a blind date 14 months ago. They became engaged last fall on one of Arlene's frequent weekends in New York, where Charles is an instructor at City College.

Charles is a graduate of Columbia University where he is now working for his Ph.D. and is a member of CBT fraternity there. He served as a Lt. jg. in the Pacific area during the war. Arlene is a senior psychology major.

COURTESY DRUG STORE
"IN THE HEART OF NEW LONDON"
119 STATE STREET

Featuring a Most Complete Assortment of
Drug and Cosmetic Merchandise

HERE YOU WILL FIND:

Redon — Elizabeth Arden — Coty — Leatheric
Old Spice — Rubinstein — Faberge — Eve in Paris
Facror's — Lescinsky's — Richard Hudnut
Milkmaid — LaCross — Yardley
And Many More Favorite Lines

Fashion Farms, Inc.
622 Williams Street
Just Off Campus
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GYMANGLES

by Lois Papa and Diane Roberts

Contributing to a very successful Father's Day Weekend were the AA events on campus. Amidst the cheers of a crowd of spectators on Saturday afternoon, the net-to-decay duds won an overwhelming 15-2 victory over their daughters. It was a triumph of experience over youth as the rejuvenated athletic abilities of the fathers proved too much for the short-winded CC team.

The other popular AA activity of the afternoon was the Gymkana given by Sabre and Spur. First on the program was a drill executed by the following Sabre and Spur members: Mimi Haselli, Marion Luee, Diane Roberts, Gretchen Van Sykle, Sunny Mitchell, Janet Alden, Kitty Lou Burrough, and Nancy Ford.

Winners of the various events following the drill included: Maggie Farnsworth, musical chairs; team Farnsworth, McDowell, and Roberts, potato race; Lee Berlin, musical stools; and the combined efforts of Beatie Farnsworth, and McDowell won the blue ribbons in the broom race. The team composed of Beatie, Scheck, and Farnsworth winning the water race.

The contests afforded a lot of laughs for everyone and the snap-the-Sabre and Spur drill, with horses and riders responding in expert form and precision to the musical background, was enthusiastically received.

With the frantic screams of "Fore" the novelty golf tournament, organized by Ann Wadsworth '51, began on Tuesday afternoon. May 11. No one crossing the campus could have missed the peculiar traps, baskets, and obstacles constructed over the hockey fields. It was an afternoon of "golf extraordinary" says JuApplayard '51, who emerged the victor, with no broken windows to her credit.

Jan Strickland came in second in this contest of driving and tricky shooting. This type of tournament is something relatively new here on campus and from all reports it should become a yearly event.

The reports of the sailing meet at Brown are in with Connecticut coming in a close second to Pembroke, who squeaked out a victory by a three point margin. From a sailor's point of view the cold rainy afternoon was miserable for any proficient sailing. Nevertheless, under the able skippering of Boota Ferguson and Joyce Willard, aided by the crew of Jane Smith and Bobbie Cowgill, CC managed to come through with one first, second, and one third place positions in the various races.

All the girls that went can lose a deeper understanding which will encompass all of the interests of mankind, and which will provide the necessary basis for a truly lasting world government.

PETERSON
Inc.
New London, Conn.
One of Connecticut's Best Loved Traditions
Confectioners and Caterers
217 State Street
LUNCHEON — TEA COCKTAILS — DINNER
Birthday Cakes in Short Notices

Wednesday, May 19, 1948

Otto
(Continued from Page Two)

per may well bear the seeds of a deeper understanding which will encompass all of the interests of mankind, and which will provide the necessary basis for a truly lasting world government.

GET YOUR SHWIFF ALBUMS IMMEDIATELY — ROBBIE MILLER, EAST 315!

Rudolph's
Hair Stylist
Next to Malcon Hotel
10 Meridian St.
Telephone 2-1710

Spencer Studio
Portraits — Photo Finishing
10 Meridian Street

I LIKE CHESTERFIELDS — THEY'RE MY BRAND BECAUSE THEY'RE MILD.

Alan Leach
STARRING IN "SAIGON" A PARAMOUNT PICTURE

WHY... I smoke Chesterfield

(From a series of statements by prominent tobacco farmers)

"I think Chesterfield is a good-smoking cigarette and I like them. They have a good, ripe-tobacco taste and they're mild."

"Nobody pays a higher price to get good-smoking tobacco than Chesterfield. They buy sweet, ripe tobacco. Looks like a gold dollar in the barn."

SANTA FE CHESTERFIELD CIGARETTES ESTABLISHED 1822

Starr Bros., Inc.

Always Trade at
STARR'S
AS CONN. COLLEGE STUDENTS HAVE DONE BEFORE YOU

Dills

Drugs
Prescriptions
Toilet Goods
Cigarettes

Always Buy CHESTERFIELD
ALWAYS MIDER BETTER TASTING COOLER SMOKING

Copyright 1948, Licensee by More Towne Co.